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Following is the text of the US. bishops.' statement on 
capital punishment, agreed to during the recent meeting in 
Washington, D.C. Bishop Matthew H. Clark has said tliat 
the "statement contains.important Catholic principles and 
very challenging questions." i *. 

- In 1974,.out of a commitment to the value and dignity of . 
human life, the U.S. Catholic Conference, by a substantial 

Imajority, voted to declare its opposition to capital puniih-. 
Vjenf'As a former president of the National Conference of 
Catholic Bishops pointed1 put in 1977, the issue of capital 
punishment involves both "profound legal arid political 
questions" as well as "important moral, and religious iseues." 
And so we find' that this issue continues to provoke public 
controversy and to raise moral questions that trouble many.. 
This is particularly true in the aftermath of widely publicized 
executions in Utah and Florida and as a result of public 
realization that there are now more than 500 persqns 
awaiting execution in various prisons in our country. 

In., resumption, of. capital punishment after a lohg. 
, moratorium, which began in 1967, is the result of .a series of 

decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court; In the'first of these 
decisions, Funjiarivs. Georgia (1972), the court held that tie 

. death penaly as then administered did constitute cruel and 
' unusual punishment and so.was.contrary to the Eighh 

Amendment to the Constitution. Subsequently, in 1976, tlie 
court upheld death sentences imposed under state statute 
which had been revised by state legislatures in the hope rf 
meeting the court's requirement-that the death penalty not 

. be imposed arbitrarily.. ' : • - ' • ' . ' " ' 

Thesd cases and the "ensuing revision of state and feder i} 
statutes (gave rise to extended public debate regarding the 

-necessityVand'advisability of retaining the death-penalty.' We 
should note that much of this debate was carried on in a tirie 
of intense public concern about crime arid .violence.; For 

'instance, lin 1976 alone, more than .18,000 people were 
-murdered in the U.S. 

' Criticism of the inadequacies of the. criminal.justice system 
has.been widespread, even while spectacular, crimes" W e 
spread fear and alarm, particularly in urban areas. All these 
factors make it .particularly necessary that Christians form 
their views! oh this-difficult matter in a prayerful arid 
reflective way and that they shpw a respect and concern f(j»r 
the rights of all. 

We should!acknowledge that in the public debate about 
capital punishment.we.are dealing with values of the highest 
importances. Respect for the sanctity of human life, the 
protectionof human life, the preservation of-'order in society 
and the achievement of justice through law: In confronting 
the problem ofserious and violent crime in pur society, we 

.-wanfetb^ protect fhe lives and-the sense of security both ;cf 
those members of society who may become the victims cf 
crime and of those in the police and in the law-enfprcemer t 
system who run greater risks. In. doing this, however, we 
must^bear in mind that.crime is both a manifestation of the 

"great mysteries of evil*and;human freedom arid an aspect cf 
the'-very.-complex reality that is contemporary society. Ws 

• should not expect simple of easy solutions to what is i 
-'profound.'evil, and even less should we rely on capiul 

punishment to provide such a solution. Rather, we must loo t 
to the claims of kistice'as.these are.understood in the current 
debate and to the example ahd teaching of Jesus, whom w; 

• acknowledge as the justice,,of God. 

Allowing for the fact that Catholic teaching has aceepte 1 
- "the principle thai-the state has theright to take the life of a 
: pepon guilty • of [an. extremely serious crime, and' that th: 

state- rhay take appropriate measures to protect itself and its 
• citizens from grave harm,. nevertheless, the question for 

judgment and deijisori today is whether capital punishment i s 
justifiable under present circumstances. Punishment, since t 
involves the deliberate infliction of evil on another, is always 

J in need of justification. This has normally taken thefbim-cf 
" indicating sonie good which is to. be obtained througi-

'punishment'oranevil whichistobewardedoff.. • ' -« 

The - three, justifications • traditionally. ..advanced fcr 
.punishment in general' are .retribution, deterrence, ani 

'' reform. Reform or rehabilitation of. the criminal cannot serve 
- as a justification for capital puniehriient, "which necessarily 

deprives the criminal of the opportunity to develop a new 
way of life that conforms to the"norms of"society and that 
contributes to"the common good. It may be granted that'the 
imminence of capital punishment may. induce repentance i l 
the. criminal, but we should certainly not think-that this, 
threat is. somehow,necessary forGod'sgrace to touchyfind. tp 
transform, human hearts. • 

The deterrence of actual-or potential criminabrfrom jutur 
deeds of violence r̂ y the."threat of death is alscyadva*nced as 

-justifying objective.of punishment. While a?\i.certain thalt 
capital, punishment prevents the indjviduaLJronV committinj 

' further .crimes, it is far from certain that i^ctually" preveri: 
; others from doing sor Empirical stiidiesjnthis area have ndt 

given conclusive evidence/that would/jfustify-the imposition, 
of the.death penality on a.few individuals as a means, of 
preventing others from'committing crimes. There are stron; 
reasons" to doiibt [that many crimes' of: violence are un
dertaken in a spirit of rational calculation which would b; 
influenced by a.remote threat of death. The small number of 
death sentences in|relation to the number of.murders also 
-makes it seem highly unlikely that the threat will be carried 
. out artd so undercuts the effectiveness of the deterrent, 

The protection of society and its members from violence^ 
; to which the deterrent effect of punishment is supposed tu 

. contribute, is a value of centra] and abiding importance; am i 
we urge the" need for prudent firmness in ensuring the safety 

. of innocent citizens. It is important to remember that the 
preservation^order in times of civil disturbance does nclt 

depend on the institution of capital punishment, the im
position of which} rightly requires a tenthy and complex 
process in our legal system. Moreover, both in its nature as 
legal penalty and in its practical consequences, capital 
punishment is different from the taking of life in legitimate 
self-defense or in defense of society,/ 

The third justifying purpose for punishment is retribution 
or the restoration of the order of justice which has been 
violated by the action of the criminal. We grant that the need 
for retribution, does indeed justify punishment. For the 
practice of punishment both presupposes a previous tran
sgression .against the law and-involves the involuntary, 
deprivation of certain goods. But we maintain that this need 
does not require nor does it justify taking the life of the 
criminal, even in casqs of murder. 

We must not remain unmindful of the example of Jesus 
who-urges upon; us a teaching of forbearance in the .face of 
evil and forgiveness of injuries. It is morally unsatisfactory 
and socially destructive for criminals tp go,unpunished, but, 
the forms and limits of punishment must be determined by 
moral objectives Which go beyond the mere inflicting of 
injury on the guilty. Thus-we would regard it as barbarous, 
and inhumane for a criminal who had tortured or maimed a 
victim to be tortured or maimed in return. Such a punish
ment might satisfy certain vindictive desires that we or the.. 
victim might feel, but-the satisfaction of such desires is not 
and cannot be an objective of a humane and Christian 
approach to punishment. , •' / ' '•*. • j 

We believe that theTforms of punishment.must be 
determined with-a view to the protection of society and its 
members and to the reformation of the criminal and his 
reintegration into society (which may hot be possible jn 
certain cases). This position accords with the general norm. 
for; punishment proposed by St. Thomas Aquinas when he 
wrote:' "In. thfs life, however, .penalties are not sought for 
their own sake, Because this" is-not the era of retribution; 
rather, they are" meant tp be, corrective by being conducive 
either to the'reform of the sinner or tp the good of society, 
which becomes peaceful through the "punishment of sjnners." 

We believe that' in the conditions of contemporary 
American society, the legitimate purposes of punishment do 
not justify the imposition of the death penaly. Furthermore, 
we believe that there are serious considerations whjpH should 
prompt Christians ahd all Americans to support the abolition . 
of capital punishment. Some of these reasons have to do with 

'evils that are present in;the practice of capital punishment, 
itself, while others involve important values that would be 
promoted by abolition of this practice. 

Bishops 
Polish Unity 

Warsaw* Pbiand (RNS) — 
• Poland's; Roman Catholic 

bishops have stepped up their 
appeals for national Unity, 
Urging Poles to be moderate , 
and responsible, to reduce the ' 
danger of Soviet intervention. 

"We have -paid a heavy * 
price ' for. Poland's in
dependence and we must not 
risk losing her security arid 
s o v e r e i g n t y through 
irresponsible actions," the 
bishops said in a pastoral letter 
read from pulpits throughout* 
•Poland on Sunday, Dea 14. It 
- was the third such appeal in a 
week. .;* : • 

On Dec. 9", following a 
meeting of the Polish 

government and the Catholic 
hierarchy, the bishops had 
urged: the government arid 
people to unite "to safeguard 
the existence of our sovereign 
state .and to . enable our 
country to emerge from the 
existing crisis." , ( 

Meantime, the Polish 
Catholic bishops have ap
pealed for restraint and piety 
in connection with the- 1.0th' 
anniversary of the bloody 
suppression of workers' riots' 
on the Baltiq coast. 

Referring to the rioting in 
Dee.* .1970 that led to the 
ouster of former Communist 
Party • chief Wladyslaw 

. Gomuika, the "bishops urged 
that memorial "ceremonies "be 
conducted in an atmosphere 
of seriousness and ."deep 
reflection over the experiences 
oiir country is livjng through.' 

- According to official figures 
on the 1970. disturbances,, 
about 50-Pplish tyorkers'were 
killed in clashes with militia, 
sparked by protests over food 
price hikes; 

Gets Giant 
Margaret Ann Visco," a 
sophomore .history major at 
St. John Fisher College and 
a member of St. Lawrence 

' parish in Greece, has .been 
awarded a $500 grant from 
the Genesee Country Antique 
Dealers Association. The 
stipend is a rendt of the 
cooperation between Fisher 
and'tne association daring 
the annoal antique show at 
Ftsber. 
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We maintain .thaj abplitipn of the. death, penaly would 
promote values that are; important to ui as citizens and as 
Christians. r :;. ' ". .. vy. -, •"••."-.';".•. 

First, abolition sends a message that we can break the 
cycle of violence; that we heed not uke life for life, that We 
can envisage more humane arid more hopeful and effective 
responses to the growth of viofentcrirrw. It is a manifestation 
of our freedom as moral persons striving for a just society. It 
is also- a challenge to us as a people to find put ways of 
dealing with criminals that manifest intelligence and: 
compassion rather Irian poW'er and vengeanccJ^We should 

, feelsuch conTKlencein Our civic order* t u t We use no more 
force against those who'violate it than is actually required; 

' • ' ' - . • V ' ' ' • ; • - : • • . . - - • • - • • 

Second, abolition of capital punishment is also, a 
. manifestation of our belief in the unique worth and dignity 

of each person from the moment of conception; a creature 
- made in the image and likeness of God. It is particularly 

important in the context of our times that this belief be 
affirmed with regard to those who have failed or whose lives 
have been distbrted'by sufferirig or hatred, .even inthe case 
of those' who by their actions have Tailed t.o respect the 
dignity and'rights of others. 4t IsJ the recognition of the 
dignity of all humaaoeihgs that has iriipelled the church to 
ministertothc,needs,cf the outcast ani 
should make us unwilling totreatthejiyes of even'those who 
have taken human life as expendable or as a means to some 
further end, • '• ••' "';•'' 

. .Third, abolition of the death penally is, further, testimony 
to our conviction, a; conviction which we share with the 
Judaic and Islamic traditions, that God is indeed the Lord of 
life: It is a testimony Which removes a certain' ambiguity 
which might otherwise affect the witness that we Wish to 
give to the sanctity of human life in all its stages. We do not 
wish to equate the situation of criminals convicted of capital 
offenses with the condition of the innocent unborn or of the 
defenseless aged or infirm, but we do believe that the defense 

- of life is strengthened by eliminating exercise of a judicial -
authorization to take human life: 

.Fourth, we believe t) .̂t, ̂ ^Udon ^,trjie;t ĵ eâ h iperialty is 
most corsonant with the exa^p^ bt'|lKus;(^bi?,bpfh taught. 
and practiced the fqrpyeneis)6f ,imusTO^4,jvh(6 game to 

• give his'.life as*'a'nnsc^#£\ntiinj[&^^ 
.point to the reluctance which those' early Chr^i^hs who 
accepted capital punishment as a legitimate practice in civil 
society felt about the participation of Christians in such an 
institution arid to.the unwillingness of the church to accept 

. into the ranks of its,ministers^ those who had been involved in 
Continued on Page 9 
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W( m who want a 
career can start here. 

More and more career^minded women are 
starting up iheM^dder of success in today's Army; 
If qualified, you racft le^rn Office Management, Per
sonnel, Accounting, Law Enforcement, Food Ser
vice, Finance—or choose\frprh-hundreds of other 
opportunities. Serve your country as you serve 
yourself. '• 

Call Army Opportunities 
. - • - . . •. 2 8 8 - 1 8 8 5 . . ..:-;• -

"Join the people who've joined the Army. 
. % ,An;fqu»(|ippeortuiiilJ:Ei!iptoy«f 
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